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5

Sustainable
Packaging Trends
Happening
				in 2020
Brands are tackling
corporate sustainability
goals and plans, end
markets for recycled
materials, alternative
packages, reusability,
and material health.
By Tristanne Davis, Senior Manager,
Sustainable Packaging Coalition
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For sustainable packaging, 2020 is a year of action

action. These companies will

and reaction, building on the fast-growing trends

need to put robust plans into

we have seen in the last two years, as subject

place to achieve their goals

matter expert Nina Goodrich lays out in her article

and invest resources into

“The Sustainable Packaging Landscape: A Decade

implementing those plans.

in Review” (see p.7). Here are the critical sustainable

Companies that have yet

packaging trends happening in 2020.

to make such sustainability
commitments will join the

1. More companies announce
sustainable packaging goals and create
action plans.

pack this year, or else risk
falling behind the curve of
their competitors.

In 2018 and 2019, a deluge of brands publicly

Brands incorporate recycled content into their new packaging to create viable end markets for the
collected material and meet their sustainability goals. Photo: Copal on Unsplash

packaging and the looming threat of losing social

2. Companies innovate
to boost end markets for
recycled plastics.

license to use plastics if we do not find a way to

There are a growing number of announcements

better recover them and prevent their leakage

by suppliers who have created packaging using

across the value chain to improve processing of

into the environment. This includes commitments

high levels (more than 90%) of recycled content

used plastics to be reused in new applications.

made by individual companies, as well as collective

in plastics, both from post-consumer and post-

Partnerships around chemical recycling have

commitments like the New Plastics Economy.

industrial sources. There is growing awareness

taken off at a tremendous rate, such as the

for the need to create viable end markets for

partnership with Recycling Technologies, Total,

committed to achieve them by 2025 or 2030, and

recycled material as a way to help brands meet their

Nestlé, and Mars to develop an oil from mixed

so 2020 represents a strategic turning point for

sustainable packaging goals. Recycled content is

flexible packaging that will be used to produce new

announced new goals to make their packaging
more sustainable, particularly in regards to plastic

The majority of companies with these goals
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number of signatories are assessing their packaging
portfolios, looking for opportunities in reusables.
Companies like Blue Bottle Coffee and Unilever
have announced plans to scale up reuse and refill
business models.
Ecommerce startups are increasingly
polymers, creating new end markets that were not

mode, which will likely continue through 2020 and

penetrating the market with reusable shipping

possible for these materials before. While resin

beyond.

models to replace short-lived plastic or paperboard

manufacturers are not themselves often recyclers,

While innovation in new packaging designs can

packaging with closed-loop logistics models that

there will be more of these types of chemical

be exciting and promising, this can also potentially

work beyond business-to-business (B2B). The

recycling collaborations emerging.

be a negative trend, as plastics often have a positive

emphasis on reducing and reusing, which rank

carbon story compared to other substrates. The

higher on the waste hierarchy than recycling, is

Developing these markets is critical to avoid
losing viability of recycling for different products.

Sustainable Packaging Coalition advocates for each
design decision to carefully consider carbon and

3. Brands replace substrates to meet
recovery goals.

other environmental impacts to avoid just shifting

In the hysteria around plastics and meeting

to achieve recyclability.

the problem towards other environmental impacts

recovery goals for packaging, some companies
paper-based solutions, as well as other recyclable,

4. Companies start taking reusable
packaging more seriously.

compostable, and even edible substrates being

Reuse is a main element of the New Plastic

launched at scale. The market is in reactionary

Economy’s Global Commitment, and the growing

are exploring alternatives. We have seen a rise in
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again becoming an important part of the packaging
sustainability conversation.

efforts to downplay health risks.
Regulations are emerging in Europe and being
discussed in North America. Some companies

5. Material health becomes more
important in packaging.

packaging. Thought leader William McDonough

The announcement from the How2Recycle labeling

noted that the Circular Economy is no good if we

program states that any packaging that contains

are cycling toxic materials in a state of circular

intentionally added per- and/or poly-fluoroalkyl

“retox.” The products we recycle should be safe, and

substances, or PFAS, will be labeled as Not Yet

then circular. ■

have already stopped making PFAS products for

Recycled. This is one of multiple indicators that this
year does not look good for PFAS.
PFAS are commonly
used in foodservice

Photo: Adobe Stock/ misskaterina

packaging and are often
referred to as “forever
chemicals” due to their
persistence in the
environment. The health

Tristanne Davis is a senior manager with the Sustainable
Packaging Coalition (SPC) and joined GreenBlue in November
2017. Her primary work with the SPC involves helping to shape
and manage its Industry Leadership Committee initiatives and
leading the development of the SPC’s Engage event. She also
works to develop and deliver content on a range of topics for
the Essentials of Sustainable Packaging program, including new
content and partnerships in emerging areas like ecommerce,
chemical recycling, forest products, and the bioeconomy.

impacts of short-chain
PFAS are being called into
question by the scientific
community and companies
are being pressed over
Packaging Sustainability 2020: Progress in a Challenging Year
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The Sustainable
Packaging
Landscape:
A Decade in Review

After an incredibly eventful decade on
so many levels, here’s a breakdown of
the sustainability advancements and
challenges packaging professionals have
experienced, year by year.
By Nina Goodrich, Director of the Sustainable Packaging
Coalition and Executive Director of GreenBlue

Photo: Adobe Stock/ kengmerry
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The world of sustainable packaging has definitely

brands started to learn

changed over the last 10 years. Here’s how.

where their impacts
existed in the value

2010-2012
In the early part of the decade, attention was

stream.
New learnings

focused on the general business case for

enlightened us about

sustainability. Reports began to surface indicating

things like how washing

that companies that embraced sustainability efforts

our clothes in cold water

performed better in the long term than those

can make a big difference

companies that did not adequately acknowledge

(though we didn’t learn

sustainability efforts, and only those companies

about the microfibers

that fully committed to sustainability reaped

associated with washing

the benefits, as evidenced in the MIT report

our clothes until much

Sustainability’s Next Frontier.

later). We also learned

However, the concept of “sustainability” was

Because of the tremendous growth of ecommerce over the last decade, the sustainability of packaging for the
small-parcel supply chain is one area consumers and brands have focused their attention on.
Photo: Supplied by SPC

that the environmental

clearly communicates recycling instructions to

still fairly limited in its scope. And while corporate

footprint of the package is usually much smaller than

the public.

sustainability goals existed, they were typically

the product, so reducing the package to the point of

centered around energy, water, transportation,

reducing shelf life or increasing product damage was

2013-2015

and waste, with very few companies having specific

not a sustainable choice.

Moving on in the decade, we saw an increase

goals for sustainable packaging.
At the time, limited life-cycle analysis (LCAs)

With a small core group of members, the

in corporate sustainability goals and packaging

Sustainable Packaging Coalition launched the

sustainability goals, alongside an increased

were used to compare one material to another,

How2Recycle program in 2012, first in the US and

acknowledgement that recycling infrastructure

debates ranged on whose LCA was better, and

then in Canada. This standardized labeling system

adjustments were much needed.

Packaging Sustainability 2020: Progress in a Challenging Year
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The Closed Loop Fund was announced in 2014

by a report named Stemming the Tide in September.

of packaging accepted in American recycling

to create economic value for cities by increasing

The report stated that five countries were

programs and the accessibility of those programs.

recycling rates. The Recycling Partnership was

responsible for most of the plastic in the ocean, with

launched in early 2015 from the Curbside Value

at least 80% of that waste entering the ocean from

of Americans had access to recycling that was

Partnership. Both of these initiatives were a

land-based sources rather than from ships or other

equal in convenience to the access they had for

response to a growing understanding that recycling

ocean-based sources.

trash, meaning many people had to pay extra

is not free and does not pay for itself.
The US has not kept pace with investing in

We also learned that rivers were a significant

It was clear from the report that only half

for recycling services or use drop-off sites in

conduit for plastic to the ocean. Seizing upon these

their communities. The SPC and The Recycling

recycling infrastructure. The topic of the evolving

statistics, many in the US pointed to Asia as the

Partnership started their collaborative project,

ton was discussed; newsprint disappeared; and

cause of the problem without stopping to think

Applying Systems Thinking to Recycling (ASTRX), to

bottles got lighter. The lightweight plastic bottles

that the US and other Western countries were still

provide resources for building a stronger American

meant more had to be collected to get the same

sending a huge amount of plastics with the resin

recycling industry.

amount of resin. The value of the materials entering

ID codes of 3 to 7 to China. With China consuming

a material recovery facility was changing; mixed

so much of the world’s recyclables, there was little

to Reduce US Food Waste by 20 Percent, revealing

paper and corrugated board became the volume

incentive to control contamination in the recycling

that Americans waste 63 million tons of food a

value drivers for the facilities. Additionally, while

stream, which would drastically change in the

year and highlighting the water, cropland, and

February 2013 marked the launch of China’s Green

following years.

fertilizer that wasted food consumes. Attention

Fence initiative, it would take a few years for its

In 2016, ReFed released its report A Roadmap

was brought to the fact that most food waste

2016

ends up in landfills where it creates methane,

In 2016, the Sustainable Packaging Coalition

a greenhouse gas 25 times more potent than

Plastic Economy project launched, and the Ocean

released its Centralized Study on the Availability of

carbon dioxide, and 85% of food waste occurs

Conservancy released its first report on plastic in

Recycling to create support for the rapidly growing

downstream in consumer-facing businesses and

the ocean in Science magazine in February followed

How2Recycle label. The study looked at the types

in our homes.

impacts to be felt in North America.
In 2015, the Ellen MacArthur Foundation’s New

Packaging Sustainability 2020: Progress in a Challenging Year
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down many small, poorly run recycling factories

shifted to other countries, but several quickly

without proper pollution controls. These new

became overwhelmed, and they, too, announced

Chinese import regulations started to impact the

restrictions on importing recyclables.

US in 2018: Commodity material prices fell as the

In 2017, Walmart announced Project Gigaton,

major market disappeared, but the supply didn’t

an ambitious project to remove a gigaton of

change. Communities still had the same amount

greenhouse gas emissions from its supply chain,

of materials to sell, now with nowhere to turn. In a

with packaging being one of the six targeted

normal supply-and-demand situation, the supply

pillars of the project. Walmart also released the

might adjust. But in this case, the supply was the

first generation of a packaging playbook designed

same and prices crashed for many recyclables, both

to help brands and suppliers navigate design-

paper and plastic.

for-recycling considerations. Support for the

The US reacted and started to build capacity

How2Recycle label surged with endorsements from

2017

to process recyclables at home and Chinese

both Walmart and Target — retailers had become

2017 was a turning point for sustainable packaging

companies started investing in the US paper and

significant change agents for sustainable packaging.

as public attention to environmental issues continued

plastics recycling. It is thought that investment

to increase. Documentaries like Blue Planet II and

in the capacity to recycle at home will eventually

National Geographic’s “Planet or Plastic” campaign

restore some of the value of recycled materials.

put more information about marine plastic pollution

Many municipalities relied on revenue from the

The circular economy began to gain significant
momentum as circularity became a goal for packaging.

2018

in the hands of consumers, and industry felt

materials to help offset the cost of collection and

2018 brought recognition that circularity

mounting pressure to create solutions.

sortation programs. This revenue disappeared.

would be easier for some materials than others.

Two drivers — plastic in the ocean and China’s

Corporate goals for recycled content started to

consumer plastics, unsorted mixed paper, and

refusal to take the world’s recyclable materials —

exceed the available supply. The Ellen MacArthur

textiles. In mid-July 2017, China started to shut

has significantly transformed the industry. Exports

Foundation started to gain traction with concepts

Meanwhile, China proposed a ban on post-

Packaging Sustainability 2020: Progress in a Challenging Year
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around elimination of unnecessary plastic and

(now called Circulate Capital) and The Alliance to

for all materials, recover mechanically what we

the development of re-use models. It launched its

End Plastic Waste.

can, and create additional pathways for harder-to-

Global Commitment in October 2018 with more
than 290 signatories.
The Ellen MacArthur Foundation also created
country-specific initiatives called Plastics Pacts

The SPC published its Goals Database in

recycle materials that result in building blocks for

January 2019, which catalogued and organized the

new materials. These building blocks will be able

sustainable packaging goals and commitments from

to flow into a variety of industrial materials, with

nearly 100 brand owners and retailers.

packaging being one of many options.

— national networks of stakeholders working on

The Design for Recycled Content Guide was also

a circular economy for plastics. The first Plastics

written by the SPC to provide brands and suppliers

recycling is a model for additional challenges, such

Pact launched in the UK, with French and Chilean

with a guide for incorporating recycled content in

as microplastic pollution and food waste.

Plastics Pacts following. Many communities started

packaging.

to take action against plastics as some plastics were
banned and there were bans on banning bans.

In addition, the SPC debuted a new event, SPC
Engage, to take a deep dive into corporate goals

I hope we recognize how collectively investing in

We need to stop pointing fingers and recognize
the only way forward is collaborative action.
We need to remember that the biggest threat to

and enable action. Collective corporate voluntary

humanity is climate change, and that we are capable

2019

commitments around reusable, recyclable, or

of working together to preserve our oceans and our

2019 brought recognition from resin suppliers that

compostable packaging are rising. SPC Impact

earth for generations to come. ■

recycled content would be a key future component

gathered more than 750 attendees in Seattle

to their business strategy. Resin companies began

in April to discuss stepping up the pace in the

to purchase mechanical recyclers. Chemical

packaging evolution to champion change.

recycling has been discussed as an opportunity
for difficult-to-recycle polyolefins and flexible

Predictions for the 2020s.

film. Corporations increased their voluntary

What is next? My hope is that we can harness our

commitments and large sums of money were

collective momentum and build a recovery system

pledged to new initiatives like Closed Loop Ocean

we are proud of — one that will provide collection

Packaging Sustainability 2020: Progress in a Challenging Year
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Nina Goodrich is director of the Sustainable Packaging Coalition
and executive director of GreenBlue. GreenBlue is a nonprofit
that provides science and resources to make business more
sustainable. It is dedicated to help industry use materials
wisely, promote material health, and recover more. Regarded
as a thought leader in the field, Goodrich speaks and writes
frequently on the convergence of sustainability, innovation, and
technology.
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Flexible Packaging
Recycling

Revs Up

Two new developments — Kroger’s from-home
recycling program and a partnership to remove
packaging inks from film — showcase forward
movement in flexible packaging recycling.
By Lisa McTigue Pierce, Executive Editor, Packaging Digest

Photo: Adobe Stock/ apopium
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Flexible packaging offers a host of sustainability

another significant milestone for Kroger’s Zero

benefits ranging from source reduction to more

Hunger | Zero Waste social impact plan. Kroger is

efficient transport, but there are a number of

the first Fortune 25 retailer to offer a free recycling

challenges associated with recycling these materials.

program for its own private-label brand.

Industry experts continue to make headway,
though. Here are two recent examples:

1

Convenience is
fundamental to any
recycling program and
Kroger’s program increases
the simplicity: Consumers
can recycle without leaving
home. Photo: Kroger

“A key part of achieving our ambitious vision
is offering our customers innovative solutions to
recycle and reuse product packaging,” says Keith

The Kroger Co. announced August 4, 2020,

Dailey, Kroger’s group vice president of corporate

the launch of its Simple Truth Recycling Pro-

affairs and chief sustainability officer. “We’re thrilled

gram, offering customers a free and simple way to

to partner with TerraCycle to launch our new Simple

recycle the flexible packaging of more than 300

Truth Recycling Program, supporting our sustainable

products from the company’s private-label Simple

packaging goals and enabling Kroger customers to

Truth product line. It’s America’s largest natural and

recycle their favorite Simple Truth and Simple Truth

organic brand, with annual sales exceeding $2.5

Organic products without ever leaving home.”

billion in 2019.
Developed in partnership with TerraCycle,

• Earn points for every pound of eligible
packaging sent;
• Redeem points as donations to charitable
organizations.

Program steps:

“Thanks to companies like The Kroger Co.

Kroger’s new platform enables customers to

• Sign up at TerraCycle.com/SimpleTruth

and their popular Simple Truth product line,

recycle a range of flexible packaging not currently

• Collect Simple Truth and Simple Truth Organic

consumers can enjoy their favorite foods while

accepted in curbside recycling programs, including

flexible plastic packaging including bags,

being rewarded for doing the right thing,” says Tom

produce bags, bread bags, and plastic overwrap

pouches, liners, and wraps;

Szaky, TerraCycle founder and CEO. “As the first

from household items like tissues and bottled
water. The Simple Truth Recycling Program marks

Packaging Sustainability 2020: Progress in a Challenging Year
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prepaid shipping label;
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organic products, with hundreds of new items
launching each year.
“Sustainable packaging is a core tenet of our
Zero Hunger | Zero Waste social impact plan,” says
Dailey. “As we continue to drive progress toward
our current 2020 sustainability commitments, we’re
laser-focused on reducing unnecessary packaging
from our enterprise, reusing where we can, and
striving for more sustainable packaging across our
private-label portfolio.”
Using APK AG’s solvent-based Newcycling recycling technology, the
company’s R&D unit was able to disperse and filter out red, black, and
blue Siegwerk inks from the polymer matrix, resulting in “near-virgin”
transparency of the recyclate material. On films printed with yellow
ink, some marginal color remained after the treatment process.
Photo: Supplied by Siegwerk

2

On the other end of the flexible packaging
value chain, two German companies — a

The Newcycling process takes 75 minutes or

maker of printing inks and a developer of recycling

less and involves dissolving the polymer, followed by

technologies — have successfully tested a process

a solvent-based purification step, whereby additives

to remove ink from films used extensively in

such as ink are removed. It differs from chemical

consumers the opportunity to divert packaging

packaging applications. This development could

recycling in that the polymer’s molecular structure

from landfills and make a positive impact on the

solve one of the barriers to flexible packaging

remains intact. ■

environment for future generations.”

recycling: contamination from additives like

The Simple Truth Recycling Program is currently
open to individuals, schools, offices, and community

printing inks.
Siegwerk and APK AG have announced the

organizations across the US. The Simple Truth

successful test of a process to remove ink from

portfolio includes more than 2,000 natural and

twofold low-density polyethylene (LDPE) films.

Packaging Sustainability 2020: Progress in a Challenging Year
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Lisa McTigue Pierce is executive editor of Packaging Digest.
She’s been a packaging media journalist since 1982 and tracks
emerging trends, new technologies, and best practices across a
spectrum of markets for the publication’s global community.
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How2Recycle Label
is Growing —
Here’s Who, Why,
and How

The How2Recycle labeling program
for sustainably recyclable packaging is
expanding at a rate of 80 new products daily.
By Rick Lingle, Senior Technical Editor, Packaging Digest and PlasticsToday

Illustration: Adobe Stock/ Visual Generation
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Since its launch in 2012, the How2Recycle program
managed by the sustainability leaders at GreenBlue
has followed a four-point set of guidelines:
1. Reduce confusion by creating a clear, wellunderstood, and nationally harmonized
label that enables companies to convey to
consumers how to recycle a package.
2. Improve the reliability, completeness, and
transparency of recyclability claims.
3. Provide a labeling system that follows Federal
Trade Commission Green Guides.
4. Increase the availability and quality of
recycled material.
Accolades for the initiative include, among others,
2018 recognition as a Finalist in MIT Climate

How2Reycle draws in brand participation by making it easy for consumers to clearly understand how and what portions of the packaging can be
recycled and includes any special instruction using standardized guidelines. Photo: Supplied by SPC

CoLab’s contest Shifting Attitudes and Behaviors to
Address Climate Change.
Notably, the program has also been highly

efforts, provides a state-of-the-program update in

2018, the number of brand owners and retailers

this exclusive interview.

in How2Recycle grew by 45% to 120. It doesn’t
hurt that global megatrends like circular economy,

successful in the market, drawing well-recognized
brands including General Mills, Hasbro, Nestlé,

What’s been the overall growth?

transparency, and the rise of the ethical consumer

Target, Wal-Mart, and dozens more.

Cramer: The How2Recycle program has

align with the value of the How2Recycle label.

experienced significant growth in recent years. In

The surge of ambitious packaging recyclability

Kelly Cramer, who leads the How2Recycle
Packaging Sustainability 2020: Progress in a Challenging Year
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the strongest product segment featuring the

“In 2018, the number of brand owners and
retailers in How2Recycle grew by 45% to 120.
It doesn’t hurt that global megatrends like
circular economy, transparency, and the rise of
the ethical consumer align with the value of the
How2 Recycle label.”
—Kelly Cramer, head, How2Recycle

How2Recycle label and growth there continues;
recent additions include Keurig Dr Pepper and
the JM Smucker Co. We are also seeing a notable
upward trend in personal care with newer members
like Beautycounter and Johnson & Johnson. Other
categories expanding with new members include:
• Apparel where new member PVH which joins REI;
• Electronics where Sonos joins Verizon;
• Quick-Serve Restaurants where Starbucks joins
McDonald’s; and

targets and the urgency for guidance to know

embraced the voluntary collective movement of

how to meet those goals has also drawn increased

How2Recycle.

• Toys where Mattel and LEGO join Hasbro.
Somewhat surprisingly, interest has jumped
among trendier, smaller startups and direct-to-

interest to How2Recycle. Additionally, we notice

consumer brands. LovePop Cards, Rael feminine

stronger foothold; brands don’t want to be “left out”

In what product segments are you seeing
the most activity?

or “left behind” by their competitors, and so have

Cramer: Food and beverage continues to be

members that are in the direct-to-consumer space.

peer pressure among brands beginning to take a

care, and Hatch Beauty are examples of new
We expect growth of How2Recycle on retailers’
private brands to continue as well.

Can you quantify the success of the
How2Recycle label?
Cramer: How2Recycle has been around since
Packaging Sustainability 2020: Progress in a Challenging Year
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How many different label types have
been created? Are more forthcoming?
Cramer: There are more than 1,200 unique
Here’s an explanation of how the highly efficient How2Recycle label is formatted. Photo: Supplied by GreenBlue

How2Recycle labels in the marketplace that each
cater to a unique packaging format. This is because

2012 and is on tens of thousands of products in the

last year, we were able to track that 20,796 new

we tell the consumer how to recycle or dispose of all

marketplace. More and more packages featuring

products were issued a How2Recycle label, which is

components of a package, not just one component,

the label hit shelves every year. After the launch

roughly 80 new products a day — and the volume of

so we need many different How2Recycle labels to

of the new How2Recycle Member Platform in the

requests for labels is growing each month.

accommodate the diversity of packaging types.

Packaging Sustainability 2020: Progress in a Challenging Year
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The How2Recycle label started in the United
States but is now available for Canada. Interest
from brand owners and retailers for labels in that
marketplace is growing.
How2Compost is the complement to the
How2Recycle label; brands with Biodegradable
Products Institute-certified packaging can

How2Recycle Store Drop-Off label. For this reason,

reality, it’s a lot more than that. The How2Recycle

communicate compostability of packaging to

all-PE pouches are starting to become popular

Member Platform helps brands track, measure,

the consumer alongside any relevant recyclability

among our members. As brands continue to set

and improve the recyclability of their packaging

claims.

and try to reach goals for packaging to have a lower

portfolio so they can meet their goals. We issued

carbon footprint but also be recyclable, more and

32,988 specific recommendations for packaging

opportunities for expansion of the label, though we

more interest will turn towards these packaging

design changes to improve recyclability to our

already developed French labels for brands that sell

solutions.

members over the last year. We tell a brand not

How2Recycle is currently scoping international

in Canada in the market currently.

What interest are you seeing for flexible
packaging? And what are the particular
challenges for this highly popular format?

Right now, we’re at the edge of the frontier
in terms of what material manufacturers and

packaging today, but how to change it to better fit

packaging converters are developing for PE films to

into the recycling system in the future. ■

protect the product, but also still allow it to feature
the Store Drop-Off label.

Cramer: Flexible plastic packaging is surging
multi-material, multi-layer, and thus not recyclable

Lastly, what’s a misconception people
may have about the program?

— the only type of flexible packaging that is

Cramer: The biggest misconception is that

recyclable is polyethylene film that qualifies for the

How2Recycle is only a label for packaging — in

in popularity. The vast majority of pouches are

Packaging Sustainability 2020: Progress in a Challenging Year

only where they stand with recyclability of their
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Rick Lingle is senior technical editor of Packaging Digest and
PlasticsToday. He’s been a packaging media journalist since
1985 specializing in food, beverage and plastic markets. He has
a chemistry degree and has worked in food industry R&D for
Standard Brands/Nabisco and the R.T. French Co.
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Non-Plastic Packaging
Isn’t the Only

Sustainable

Solution

The highly visible problem of plastics
waste is causing consumers and brands
to turn away from plastic packaging.
Are they right to do so?
By Trina Matta, Senior Manager, Sustainable Packaging Coalition

Photo: Adobe Stock/ sebra
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Plastic waste is becoming a more pressing concern
for today’s consumers than it has ever been in the
past. Research tells us that an average of eight
million metric tons of plastic waste enters the ocean
each year and that this plastic waste can impact the
health of the oceans, marine life, and maybe even
human health.
The growing body of research on marine
plastic pollution, along with news about upheaval
in recycling export markets, has led to increased
awareness among the public of the challenges
at the end of life for plastics. Legislators in some
jurisdictions have responded by proposing or
passing bans on single-use plastics (the European
Union, Canada, and California) or bans on singleuse plastic bags (seven US states and many local

Plastic packaging has a negative image with environmentally conscious consumers today. But your decision about what packaging material you use
should consider questions of sourcing, efficiency, recovery, health, and safety. Photo: Supplied by SPC

governments).
As customers hear about local recycling

climate change.” On par with climate change. That

own coffee mug to a coffee shop, bringing reusable

programs shutting down or bans on plastic in its

is a stunning statement on the awareness of ocean

bags to the grocery store, or buying products

various forms, their knowledge of the challenges

plastic pollution!

packaged in something other than plastic.

of plastics pollution expands. According to a March

Moreover, roughly a third of those the Shelton

More and more individuals are trying to do their

2019 survey by the Shelton Group, awareness of

Group surveyed are taking various actions to

part, but what about packaging companies, brands,

the issue of plastics in the ocean “is now on par with

reduce their use of plastic, such as bringing their

and retailers? Some are offering plastic alternatives.
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Ball Corp. announced a plan to supply sports arenas

paper versus plastic, or plastic versus aluminum.

and other entertainment venues with aluminum

The grocery store check-out line question of plastic

cups that can replace plastic cups. The aluminum

or paper is a relic of the past.

cup was introduced at a Colorado University

Instead, creating sustainable packaging involves

football game, as part of “the university’s goal of

considering questions of sourcing, efficiency,

becoming plastic-free in its sports venues

recovery, health, and safety — all key pieces of

by 2020.”

the Sustainable Packaging Coalition’s definition

In August 2019, Hasbro announced it would

of sustainable packaging. The SPC believes it is

phase out plastic from its packaging beginning in

insufficient to call a package sustainable when it

2020. Hasbro’s chairman and CEO Brian Goldner

meets one of these criteria while failing the others.

says removing plastic from packaging is part of the

For example, take a package that is sourced

company’s “decade-long journey to create a more

responsibly but that has negative impacts on human

sustainable future for our business and our world.”

health, no outlet at the end of its life other than

Creating a more sustainable future is a goal

the landfill, and uses more material than similar

terephthalate (PET) and high-density polyethylene

every company in the 21st century ought to work

packages; this is not sustainable. It is sourced

(HDPE) give those plastics a strong recovery

towards. Settling for the status quo is no way to

sustainably — which may be your goal, or it may be

option. A plastic bottle may also use a smaller mass

solve a problem as monumental as eight million

the most sustainable way to make that particular

of materials than a glass jar, and it would therefore

metric tons of plastic waste entering the ocean

package (for now).

be more resource efficient. Some plastic bottles are

each year.
But turning away from plastic whole hog isn’t

Let’s consider a plastic bottle of salad dressing. Is
the fact that it’s made of plastic mean it’s destined

made with recycled content, which uses less energy
than making containers using all virgin resin.

necessarily the best way forward for everyone

to pollute the ocean? In the US, we are fortunate

A plastic bottle made of recycled content is an

either.

to have options for recycling plastic, as domestic

example of sustainable sourcing of plastic. Would

markets for common plastics like polyethylene

it really be better to shift this particular package to

Choosing a sustainable package is not just about
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one right answer exists
to most packaging
questions.
To complicate

plastics is not the silver bullet.
Sustainability is a complicated, moving
target, and our job is to find the multiple layers
— the right mix of bans and other legislation,

matters further,

packaging substitutions, redesigned formats, and

sustainability itself is

communication with the public — that leads to a

constantly in flux: new

more sustainable future. ■

packaging formats
are developed, old
ones are made more
efficient, consumer
tastes change, and
more information about
how to combat climate
change comes to light.
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As sustainable

aluminum or glass? Most likely not. In this case,

packaging leaders, we have an obligation to

plastic (and in particular recycled-content plastic)

help the public understand that there is more

appears to be the most sustainable option available.

to sustainability than shifting away from plastics

But the story is not the same for every package.

entirely. Finding packaging that is recyclable is not

Some packages are better off in aluminum or glass.

the silver bullet; finding packaging that is resource

Sustainable packaging decisions are complex. No

efficient is not the silver bullet; eliminating all

Packaging Sustainability 2020: Progress in a Challenging Year
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Trina Matta joined the Sustainable Packaging Coalition in
November 2016 as senior manager. She focuses her time on
ASTRX, a joint project between the Sustainable Packaging
Coalition and The Recycling Partnership to strengthen the
American recycling system. Before joining the Sustainable
Packaging Coalition, she worked as a policy advisor in the
Office of the Secretary of the North Carolina Department
of Environmental Quality and as a consultant for Resource
Recycling Systems.
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Indusrty Goals
Reveals Pursuits Far

Beyond Plastics
Photo: Adobe Stock/ stockpics

A database of publicly-stated sustainability
goals and commitments from nearly 100 major
brand owners and retailers helps identify
industry priorities.
By Adam Gendell, Associate Director, Sustainable Packaging Coalition
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Ask anybody what the most pressing issue is in

Industry pursuits were recently studied

sustainable packaging and you’re likely to receive

and catalogued in the Sustainable Packaging

some variation of the same answer: plastic waste.

Coalition’s Goals Database, a resource that is

It is undeniable that the current state of affairs

available for SPC members only. The database is a

revolves around heightened awareness of marine

curated compendium of publicly-stated goals and

plastic pollution.

commitments from nearly 100 major brand owners

In response, there is unprecedented momentum

and retailers, containing hundreds of entries

around the world created by initiatives such as

under 14 different classifications of pursuits in

the New Plastics Economy, and it’s progressed to

sustainability and packaging.

the point where it seems that any brand owner
or retailer looking to make a splash must make
some kind of announcement related to plastics,

Each entry is either designated as a goal, which
Photo: Adobe Stock/ Elnur

is usually stated with a firm target date and target
improvement, or a statement of support, which is

be it committing to 100% recyclability by 2025,

commitments reveals a broad and diverse range

a softer commitment without concrete metrics but

upping their usage of recycled content in plastics,

of focus areas in sustainable packaging, with a few

still indicative of its importance to the company.

or taking steps to eliminate certain types of single-

surprises for those believing plastics and recycling

By tallying up the number of goals and statements

use plastic packaging. There is even worry from

have taken over entirely.

of support in categories like recyclability, material

some that industry has become too single-mindedly
focused on recycling and other circular economyoriented pursuits, with an argument that tunnelvisioned strategies can create blind spots for other
important issues.
Yet a closer look at industry goals and
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efficiency, and bio-based material usage, an
overarching view of industry priorities comes into
focus.

improving the recyclability of their packaging.
Summing these up, a grand total of 48

are made around responsible fiber sourcing than
any other area in sustainable packaging — 34

companies — about 55% — have made some type

companies, or about 39%, have specific goals —

of public commitment to improving packaging

and the number of companies making either a

owners and retailers studied — about 86% — have

recyclability. Relative to other categories of

concrete goal or a soft commitment in recycled

either goals or statements of support that address

sustainable packaging pursuits, that’s a lot —

content usage is more than any other category: 54

one or more concepts in sustainable packaging.

more companies have made concrete goals

companies, or about 62%.

Specific, tangible goals have been put forth by

around recyclability than they have in six

48 of those companies, while only 12 companies

other classifications of sustainable packaging

only three are exclusive to plastic packaging; the vast

studied have not made any public commitments

improvements, and the combined number of

majority either encompass all packaging materials or

whatsoever. According to the data, transparent

companies with either goals or statements of

acknowledgement of the importance of sustainable

support for recyclable packaging is the second most

packaging is a widespread practice. The areas in

of any sustainable packaging classification included

which those acknowledgements are made, however,

in the database.

The first major takeaway is that 75 of the brand

is truly a mixed bag.
For all the buzz around recent pledges to make

But not the most.
The most prevalent types of sustainable

100% of packaging recyclable, only 20 companies

packaging commitments made, it turns out, don’t

were found to have made goals that draw a hard

address recycling or recovery at all — they address

line on the percentage of packaging that must be

responsible sourcing.

recyclable by a target date. Another four have goals

By the numbers, industry places the most

in recyclability with other boundaries, and another

emphasis on recycled-content usage and

24 companies have made soft commitments toward

responsible fiber sourcing. More concrete goals

Packaging Sustainability 2020: Progress in a Challenging Year

Of those commitments in recycled-content usage,
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are an extension of a company’s goals in responsible
fiber sourcing, addressing paper packaging only.
And while responsible fiber sourcing and
recycled-content usage are showing momentum,
there are many other areas with significant activity.
Commitments to reduce packaging are almost
exactly as prevalent as recyclability commitments,

emissions. These types of goals are important,

circular economy principles for plastic packaging.

and goals around eliminating unfavorable

because packaging improvements can contribute

But perhaps the buzz around those pledges has

substances from packaging are common as well.

to reductions in greenhouse gas emissions, water,

created a misperception of an exclusive focus.

Of the 640 entries in the database (as of

waste, and energy, but it is important to note that

Clearly, sustainable packaging is alive and well on

summer 2019), commitments to more sustainable

packaging is seldom mentioned when these goals

multiple fronts, for a number of different materials

packaging only account for about half. The other

are stated. Less than five companies specifically

and many important focus areas. It’s an absolute

half are broader commitments to sustainability

mention packaging when stating their commitments

certainty that plastics and recycling will continue to

made on a corporate level, addressing greenhouse

in these impact categories.

dominate the industry news. But, quietly, companies

gas emissions, energy reduction, water reduction,

It’s unclear if packaging enters corporate

are continuing to aim at improvements in many

operational waste reduction, and renewable energy

conversations around impact-oriented goals, but

other areas of sustainable packaging. And for the

usage. When these types of goals are accounted

it’s clear that the concepts of responsible sourcing,

first time, the data exists to prove it.

for, they greatly exceed the number of sustainable

design optimization, and recovery resonate the

packaging goals.

most when leading companies set out to make

For instance, nearly every major retailer
and brand owner was found to have made a
public commitment to reducing greenhouse gas

Packaging Sustainability 2020: Progress in a Challenging Year

improvements in sustainable packaging.
Zooming back out, we can see that industry has
indeed placed significant emphasis on achieving
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Adam Gendell is the associate director of GreenBlue’s flagship
project, the Sustainable Packaging Coalition, a membershipbased industry collaborative led by the independent non-profit
that believes in the power of industry to make packaging more
sustainable.
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